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Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM) has acknowledged the importance of Building
Information Modeling (BIM) in the architectural, engineering & construction (AEC) industry.
One of the major events that turned 2 years old is the 2019 PAM BIM Summit - ‘BIM: Design
Impact on AEC’. It had been another successful annual event for the PAM BIM Committee
chaired by Ar. Abu Zarim Abu Bakar, which managed to bring the construction industry
players together to gain knowledge & benefits of BIM in practice echoing the government’s
effort to promote BIM in Malaysia.
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01  INTRODUCTION



The 2019 PAM BIM Summit exposed to its
audience the many different ways BIM
could be used resourcefully by the industry
players throughout the project’s lifecycle
(from planning, designing, building,
operating & maintaining, & demolition if
necessary).

PAM BIM SUMMIT 2019 AT A GLANCE

i. To promote adoption of BIM in the 
AEC industry.

ii. To showcase BIM practice in 
architectural, engineering & 
quantity survey firms.

AIM

i. To encourage participants to adopt 
BIM practice.

ii. To demonstrate practical & useful 
implementation of BIM in practice 
to realize the full advantages of BIM.

OBJECTIVES

DETAILS OF EVENT NOS. OF PARTICIPANTS

7 September 2019 

Dewan President 
PAM Centre, 
Jalan Tandok, 
Kuala Lumpur

8.30 am - 5.00 pm 

143
approximately

200

2018 2019

+ 40%
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The 2019 PAM BIM Summit was organized as 2 sessions:
i. Morning session (8.30 am to 12.30 pm)
ii. Afternoon session (2.15 pm to 5.00 pm)

Nine distinguished speakers presented a widespread of their BIM technology
implementations in the construction industry. As the users became more proficient with BIM
technology, the design & construction teams worked more efficiently & productivity
improved.
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08.30 am Registration/ Breakfast

09.15 am Introduction + Doa Recital

09.20 am Welcoming Speech: Ar. Lillian Tay Wai Fun (PAM 2019/ 2020 President )

09.30 am Signing Ceremony between PAM & Sponsorship Partners

09.40 am Keynote Speech: Mr. Tibor Stahl (General Manager, Graphisoft)

10.15 am Speaker # 1: Ir. Shahrul Nizar Shaari (Director, Innovacia Sdn Bhd)

IBSxBIM Affordable Design Rudiments: BIM and CIS 18:2018 IBS Score

10.45 am Speaker # 2: Ir. Sharifah Azlina Raja Kamal Pasmah (Executive Director, HSS Engineers Bhd)

Lessons Learnt in BIM

11.20 am Speaker # 3: Dato’ Ar. Mohd Fauzi bin Yusof (Ex-CEO, F.I. Architects Sdn Bhd)

Migrating to BIM

11.45 am Speaker # 4: Ar. Jim Tan Yew Yaw (Principal, Xcube Architects & Xcube Solutions Pte Ltd)

Digital Disruption: An Architect’s Perspective

12.20 pm Morning Panel Discussion/ Q&A Session moderated by Ar. Husam Abdul Fatah Haron

12.45 pm Networking / Lunch

02.15 pm Speaker # 5: Mr. Paul Candy (Global Director, BIM Technologies ASSA ABLOY, Arizona)

Without mandate or standards – the state of BIM Globally

02.45 pm Speaker # 6: Ar. Lim Kee Hua (Founder & Principal, EZRA Architects)

Past Tense, Present Tense, Future Tense

03.25 pm Speaker # 7: Mr. Mohd Hafiz Bin Mohd Ameran (Design Manager, Gamuda IBS)

BIM +IBS : Exerting BIM to Design for Fabrication

03.55 pm Speaker # 8: Ar. Chong Lee Siong (Principal, Lee Siong Architect)

From Sketch to Tender in 90 days

04.25 pm Afternoon Panel Discussion/ Q&A Session moderated by  Ar. Abu Zarim Abu Bakar

04.45 pm Token of appreciation to Speakers by Ar. Abu Zarim Abu Bakar/ Group photo

05.00 pm Networking/ Tea Break/ End of session

01  PROGRAM
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Ar. Lillian Tay Wai Fun, PAM President
2019/2020 welcomed everyone &
congratulated the BIM committee for
organizing the 2nd BIM Summit, which
she hopes will be an annual event.

#1
BIM is a 3D modeling 
process that supports 
AEC teams to provide 
rapid & accurate design 
details + realistic design 
environment.

#2
BIM is a technological 
aid that promotes 
performance based 
design with lesser man-
hours & manpower. 
It supports the 
architectural business & 
production process to be 
more efficient & 
competitive.  

#4
To clarify the contractual 
environment & framework for BIM 
working process. All parties 
collaborating in the platform are to 
have their statutory responsibilities 
retained as usual & clearly stated
to avoid confusion.  

#5
Malaysia can learn from Singapore’s 
‘Integrated digital design delivery platform’ & 
step-up its effort: 
• to develop a unified platform to make every 

player’s effort more efficient. 
• to integrate the laws & regulations with the 

rapidly advancing technology while 
maintaining its firmness.

Her 5 key messages about adopting BIM technology include:

#3
Cautioned the risks of 
driving professional fees 
down. Architects must be 
good ambassadors to 
promote the merits of 
BIM in their working 
process & deliver to 
clients a value-added 
service for fair 
remunerations + human 
effort rewards.

In order to face the challenges in the
building & construction industry, she
emphasized the need for alternative
& more efficient design methods:

To enable designers explore &
analyze multiple design solutions
as projects turn more complex.
To support the repetitive working
process & tedious coordination of
details in resolving design issues
through multiple disciplines, trades
& builders.
To meet client’s evolving design
briefs & the inevitable change in
requirements within a challenging
timeline.
To minimize long working hours of
work dedication & perseverance.

02  WELCOMING SPEECH
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The signing ceremony between PAM & Sponsorship Partners (Innovacia, Starke Robotics,
Graphisoft, ASSA ABLOY & BLUESCOPE LYSAGHT) marked the collaboration to drive BIM
adoption in Malaysia’s construction industry.

03  SIGNING CEREMONY



BIM by Graphisoft:

BIM is more than a tool that assists
designers to create a virtual replica of
the real environment.

BIM is complex. The industry should
understand that BIM exists at different
stages & could be used for a variety of
deliverables (e.g. to deliver at design
stage; analytical environmental stage;
construction stage; manufacturing
stage; operation & maintenance stage).

A BIM user is recommended to only use
BIM technology in stages that are
relevant to the business to provide value-
added deliverables. Not necessary to
use every stage as a BIM user.
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Mr. Tibor Stahl introduced Graphisoft as
a technology provider & not the user.

AIDEA,
Philippines

HDR,
Australia

Kajima,
Japan

Assist Environmental 
Impacts

04  KEYNOTE SPEECH

He presented 4 case studies on how
Graphisoft’s clients turned globally
competitive & delivered their output
successfully by using BIM technology.



HDR, Australia - Architectural Practice
Collaborated the usage of various BIM software in a complex hospital project -
ArchiCAD (architectural); Revit (façade + engineering); other BIM tools (for other works).
Biggest challenge - to deliver project within the Government’s budget. HDR used BIM
additionally for QS costing. They integrated the BIM model with a costing software to
produce the cost model (linked the BIM model with cost table & were dynamically
updated as changes occurred).

• Delivered the cost plan & set of tender documents with guaranteed quantities.
• Reduced contractor’s risk & delivered the public project with no cost overrun.

HDR design team applied AR/VR experience to communicate with doctors & nurses
when designing every space & operation theaters. As a result, the project was delivered
within budget as spaces & instruments were precisely checked, design disputes quickly
resolved & verified during design stage + no changes incurred during construction.

04  KEYNOTE SPEECH: CASE STUDIES

AIDEA, Philippines - Architectural Design Firm
Uninstall all CAD (non-BIM) software & only used
ArchiCAD in office. Received complaints from staff.
After 4 months adopting BIM:

• Achieved minimum 30% efficiency improvement.
• Output - delivered 3 times more project while

maintaining a slight growth in staff members.
Extended their participation from design to the whole lifecycle of projects (construction
& operational stages by managing as-built model & retrofitting of buildings).

AIDEA’s BIM success stories: 

Business grew globally. 
Became top 100 international 

firms (#47 in 2018).

Kajima, Japan - General Contractor
One of the largest construction firms in the world.
Uses Global BIM for > 10 years, enabling operation 24 hours globally (Europe, US, Asia,
Japan). Their BIM team sits in different countries, but using BIM cloud technology to
effectively link the teams (client, subcontractors, designers into one same system). As
the team works on the same 3D model in the cloud, any changes made by any of its
offices will be updated live for everyone to be aware of changes made. Information
can be retrieved anytime from anywhere.

• Achieved 60% cost efficiency in 5 years.
• All projects use BIM. Has > 100 projects per year. Profitability - firm received > 10%

net profit in 2015/16 in comparison to 2-3% in 2008/2009 by pursuing BIM
technology & its process + perseverance of management & its people.

Boston Consulting Group, USA + NIKKEN Sekkei, Japan - Assist
Environmental Impacts

Construction industry uses the most resources & buildings created contributes towards
30-40 % of global CO2 emission. BCG used BIM to integrate design & improve building
performance (energy consumption, heat impact).
Tokyo faces ultra urbanization, consequently increasing surrounding temperature by 5
ºC. Nikken Sekkei used BIM technology to design the NBF Osaki building - by orientation
& applying Japanese tradition to its façade. The surrounding air is cooled by the
vaporizing of circulating rainwater accumulated in the screens(BIOSKIN façade which
also serves as balcony handrails). Achieved to cool the surrounding - reducing urban
temperature by 2 ºC.
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Ir. Shahrul Nizar Shaari 
Director, Innovacia Sdn Bhd

IBSxBIM Affordable Design Rudiments: 
BIM and CIS 18:2018 IBS Score

05  KEY MESSAGES FROM SPEAKER #1

#1: Merging IBS into BIM technology
Introduced Innovacia’s journey - started as an
IBS research & training service accredited by
CIDB, & transitioned to provide affordable
housing solutions by incorporating ICT Solutions
with TiffinCAD & TiffinBIM. He also shared on
Innovacia’s developments in:
• Axdea (BIM-based IBS Score Software) as a

simulation to check project IBS qualified/not.
• VR exploration to visually experience the BIM

model, incorporation of IBS precast
installation into games for in-house training &
expansion into commercial flight simulator.

#3: Essence of CIS 18:2018 vs. CIS18:2010
IBS manual (authority’s standard for IBS Score). 
Effective 1 Jan 2019, new projects to include 
revised IBS score calculations for BP submission. 

#2: IBS-BIM policies development 
to address affordable housing in 
Malaysia. 
• CIDB CIS 24:2018 - main 

reference to determine whether 
product IBS or not. There are 6 
types of IBS (precast concrete, 
blocks, steel frames, engineered 
timber, formwork systems, 
innovative systems).

• CITP 2016-2020 - initiative to 
improve construction industry’s 
productivity, currently lowest 
among 5 sectors due to 
extensive manual labor; low 
technical knowledge & 
construction technology among 
industry players; IBS oligopoly; 
BIM (high cost); limited local BIM 
modelers.

• CITP mid-term review: IBS-BIM 
needed for BP approval.

• National Affordable Housing 
Policy requires IBS-BIM as criteria 
for affordable housing design to 
achieve 1 million houses in 10 
years. 

#4: IBS Scoring & Case Study Calculations
IBS score formula for buildings:
• 50 points for structural system
• 20 points for wall system
• 30 points for other simplified construction 

solutions (can get 6 points if use BIM)

Principles for IBS scoring:
• Using IBS components.
• Using MS 1064 (Part 10: 2018) preferred sizes.
• Repetitive design.
• Productivity enhancing solutions (e.g. BIM, 

modular grids). 

Simulation of IBS Score with CIS 18:2018:
• Single story affordable housing 

• Conventional construction = 47.5 score 
• Incorporating BIM = > 50 score
• Incorporating IBS + BIM = > 70 score

• Typical apartment  blocks 

35 80 62 57

precast panel

blocks

brickwall

IBS Score:
Different wall 
system

45

55

90

100

67

72

67

77



#2: BIM maturity slowly picking up
in Malaysia
Major challenge - not everyone is
BIM compliant, hence need BIM
consultants to coordinate &
collaborate everyone in the team.
CIDB has now made it compulsory
for architects & consultants to
submit on BIM platform. In contrast,
she shared her UAE project
experience where all submissions
were mandatory to be in BIM
platform even in 2007. HEB used
BIM to stimulate the curves of YAS
MARINA hotel & for QS to quantify
all temporary + curves formation
works. As a result, improved
prefabrication & reduced the
construction time & wastages due
to accurate quantities.
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Ir. Sharifah Azlina Raja Kamal Pasmah
Executive Director & Group Chief Operating 
Officer, HSS Engineers Bhd (HEB)

Lessons Learnt in BIM

06  KEY MESSAGES FROM SPEAKER #2

#1: Level of development (LOD) of BIM Model
BIM is not about software but a set of processes.

BIM model at LOD 200/300 is a clash free
model.

#3: Challenges with BIM

@ Design Phase (LOD 200/300)
• Project team lacks understanding in BIM

input requirements, hence unable to
produce LOD 200/300 at design phase.

• Not many available 3D models in the library
with local manufactures/ suppliers product.

• D&B contract has to work within 3 months to
submit a complete concept+ BIM model bid
at RFP/Tender stage. No additional time &
LOD 200 model provided in the bid
document.

@ Construction Phase (LOD 400/500)
• Inadequate BIM input for contractors to

proceed seamlessly with work at site.
Consultant’s drawings (LOD 300) still need
cleaning-up before they could proceed to
LOD 400/500. This frustrates contractors as
they need to check for clashes & work on an
evolving model while delivering work at site.

#4: Recommendations
• To include BIM competencies at 

tertiary level (electives) to supply 
BIM-competent grads.

• Industry to continue upskilling 
staff on BIM competencies to 
saturate the market with BIM-
competent individuals. Industry 
should not stop training their 
staff due to fast turnover of BIM 
experts between organizations. 

• Develop BIM libraries that relate 
to local industry needs.
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Dato’ Ar. Mohd Fauzi bin Yusof 
Ex-CEO, F.I. Architects Sdn Bhd

Migrating to BIM

07  KEY MESSAGES FROM SPEAKER #3

#1: Various project experiences with BIM

Speaker shared his experience working with a group of BIM-competent young architects.
• Delivered a proposal for a development in Shah Alam (2 parcels - shop offices +

residential block on retail podium) in 10 days with a 4 member team.
• Tahfiz school, Selangor - incorporated Islamic motif designs & created special libraries

for the Islamic elements. Managed to do off with a dome.
• Client requested upgrading all drawings done 15 years ago into BIM for ease of building

maintenance.



Ar. Jim Tan Yew Yaw 
Principal, Xcube Architects & Xcube Solutions Pte Ltd

Digital Disruption: An Architect’s Perspective

08  KEY MESSAGES FROM SPEAKER #4

#1: The world is changing rapidly. 4 ways to manage digital disruption:
• Converging resources & solution-focused - multiple small architectural firms with its 

respective established expertise can work collaboratively for larger organizations.
• Contracts: risk & transparency - need to reorganize contractual responsibilities with 

technology advancement.
• Focus on return of investment (ROI) mentality - have timesheets to record hours spent 

working on projects for business planning & development. Minimum expectation: if spent 
1 million in BIM, plan how soon can get ROI of 3 million.

• Keep it simple & stupid - don’t have to incorporate hi-tech stuff to manage the business.  

#2: BIM as digital information
BIM is about working with a lot of information (drawings, excels, O&M) in the building 
industry, turning them into 3D model & using the model for any purpose (coordination, etc.)

#3: Interesting project experiences using BIM as digital information
• Changi Airport - coordinated the baggage handling system to minimize VO & saved 3 

million dollars for CAG.
• NTU - Integrated construction engineering learning hub. Used 3d model & sequential 

animation to visually train construction workers on expected weekly work outputs at site.
• Eontime World Themepark, China - delivered walkthrough animation for artist director to 

check & verify the required user’s experience.
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Session moderated by Ar. Husam Abdul Fatah Haron

09 MORNING PANEL DISCUSSION/ Q&A 

Take away 1: BIM in practice
BIM could be customized & used in various ways at different levels to deliver the required
task meaningfully. The issue of unable to do BIM collaboration due to consultants not using
similar software is no longer a valid concern. It has been proven successful that in an open
BIM platform, consultants can use any BIM software as long as it is BIM-enabled & can
combine the model in one common environment. The benefits of BIM in practice include
having lesser man-hours & manpower at office to coordinate & deliver projects efficiently +
with value-added quality. BIM should not be adopted purely as a deciding factor on how
fast projects/tasks can be finished, but as part of project’s progress implement.

Take away 2: Increase BIM training to rely less on foreign modeler
A panel speaker recommended firms to become training grounds & keep training the staff
to be BIM competent. It helps to saturate the market & in time to come to supply good local
BIM modelers who are more affordable. However, this recommendation was cautioned as
not to encourage cheaper manpower. Trained manpower will always be more expensive
for their added knowledge & capabilities to do ‘everything’. Additionally, the talent change
will also support & prepare the firms to embrace Industry 4.0.

Take away 3: Status of 5D cost within projects in BIM
The panel shared it is possible & accurate (almost 97-98 %). However, not every project is
successful at 5D because BIM needs a lot of presetting & upfront information input. In reality,
BIM can only pick up quantities that have been modeled. The QS will still have their
prerogatives to do the estimates & assumptions (considering for contingency, earthworks).

Take away 4: Contractual responsibilities when working on a single platform in BIM. Concern
on who created what & who is responsible for managing the BIM model in a single platform.
Respective consultant’s roles & responsibilities will still be maintained. BIM helps by creating
different disciplines model (content are authored, managed & under the responsibility of the
respective consultant/stakeholders). BIM does not merge the model, instead it makes the
responsibility clearer & easier for coordination. In Singapore, there is BIM particular conditions
attached to the principle agreement.

Take away 5: Future of BIM in architectural practice
Clients are requesting measured drawings of completed projects using BIM to manage the
building’s lifecycle. Could take-up as an added professional service. The world is
technologically advancing, so firms need to start the BIM implementation soon.
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Mr. Paul Candy
Global Director, BIM Technologies ASSA ABLOY, Arizona

Without mandate or standards – the state of BIM Globally

10  KEY MESSAGES FROM SPEAKER #5

#1: Doesn’t matter if have mandate/ no mandate. Innovators can drive BIM.

• New Zealand - no government mandate, but have BIM Acceleration Committee to
improve BIM education & knowledge in the industry.

• Australia - no mandate & BIM standardization. For example, Queens Wharf Brisbane
development used BIM for project & facility management.

• UK - has a mandate (Level 2 at 2016).
• US - no government mandate, but industry were the drivers & leaders of BIM. Innovators

took the initiative to move forward with BIM. Was successful due to the willingness to
collaborate & work together as open sharing culture.



Ar. Lim Kee Hua
Founder & Principal, EZRA Architects

Past Tense, Present Tense, Future Tense

11  KEY MESSAGES FROM SPEAKER #6

#1: Adopted ArchiCAD in office for convenience
• No SkecthUp/ CAD. Only used ArchiCAD since 2007 when the firm transitioned into

MAC products. All staff are trained in ArchiCAD. The firm seriously started modeling
projects & stopped drafting. Adjust & use 3D models to churn out important data.

#2: Small team, Quick outputs, Delivered simple to complex designs successfully.
• Mixed-use development, Angola - Area calculation kept changing while playing with

the forms of the high rise (perfume bottles). Prepared 2 options with 2 staff in 8 days.
• ArchiCAD’s teamwork function enables model to be shared with multiple people

working in different geographical locations.
• Dali, China - a hillside residential project. Prepared preliminary design with 8 staff in

2 months. Calculated the amount of excavation needed for the project from the
modelled terrain model.

• Condominium block, Dali - prepared proposal in 5 hours with 3 staff who worked
separately on their respective tasks (internal layout, annotations & dimensioning,
façade).

• Prepared landscape drawings, quantified & created plant, trees, shrubs, grass cover,
furniture schedule.

• Combined multiple software
• ArchiCAD + Rhino + Grasshopper to design organic rose petal structure.

Quantified the polygon count, triangular glass panels & automatically generated
the schedule for each glass & steel structure component.

• ArchiCAD + Twinmotion to create realistic gaming visualizations for animating
the landscape effects of mist.
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Mr. Mohd Hafiz Bin Mohd Ameran 
Design Manager, Gamuda IBS

BIM +IBS : Exerting BIM to Design for Fabrication

12  KEY MESSAGES FROM SPEAKER #7

#1: Digital automation at factory
• GAMUDA uses online BIM cloud. 
• GAMUDA IBS products: 

• completed BIM model will be fed to robotics production at factory. No manual labor. 
Products move like a car manufacturing factory. Easy for procurement & payments as 
info are managed in the BIM model. Implemented barcode system for easy stacking & 
delivery + monitoring the product status. 

#2: Common type of GAMUDA IBS products used in numerous affordable housing projects
• Precast wall panels, hackable walls, double-wall system, prefabricated bathroom units, 

precast staircase.  
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Ar. Chong Lee Siong 
Principal, Lee Siong Architect

From Sketch to Tender in 90 days

13  KEY MESSAGES FROM SPEAKER #8

#1: No expertise in BIM & had to present 2 projects (tender 4 months apart)  as BIM model
• 2 different international high-tech factory projects.

A - Smaller one:

• 8,000 sqm
• Had project manager & production

planers in place before engaging the
Architect (lead) to set up 1 design
team (consisting of all necessary
consultants).

• Had production planning (machinery
placement, sequence of production,
migration program) as a BIM model.

• Output delivered:
• 3D VR by 30 days,
• physical draft of BQ by 60 days
• ready with tender documents by

90 days.

B - Bigger one:

• 80,000 sqm
• No central production planner, but many

highly-specialized in-house owners.
• No BIM model. Started from zero.
• Engaged Architect (who then formed a

team with QS, Town planner, Landscape
Architect, Land Surveyor, BIM Coordinator).

• Engaged C&S, Mechanical, Electrical
engineers directly. Engineers had no BIM
expertise.

• Output delivered:
• 3D VR by 30 days,
• 90th day started taking quantities for

architectural + C&S works.
• couldn’t achieve tender by 90 days.
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Session moderated by Ar. Abu Zarim Abu Bakar

14  AFTERNOON PANEL DISCUSSION/ Q&A 

Take away 1: Biggest challenge in BIM
The biggest challenge includes:
• Convincing the management on the right thing to do.
• Changing the mindset of decision-makers to move with BIM / not.
• Loss of time in fabrication & commencement in production of products because the

manufacturer needs to remodel & coordinate consultants’ 2D drawings.

Take away 2: Malaysia needs to be innovative & drive BIM in the right direction
Malaysia is perceived to be far behind. The panel discussed that there is no need to rush into
BIM technology to be par with the rest of the world, instead move in the right direction
innovatively.

Take away 3: Manufacturer /contractor’s greatest benefits in adopting BIM IBS
BIM platform enables collaboration & integration of various stakeholders’ drawings. Clash
detections eliminate errors at design stage, thus reduces contractors frustration during work
at site. For the production of IBS components, the robotics will check the fed BIM model
before the product is produced.

Take away 4: Trained BIM staff should not be treated as irreplaceable.
The office would need someone as the custodian of BIM system. However, the office should
manage the BIM workflow of a project by relying more on systematic documentation &
organized filing than any trained staff. Staff have the option to move & should not be treated
as irreplaceable.



15  TOKEN OF APPRECIATION

The full-day event ended with BIM Committee Chairman Ar. Abu Zarim Abu Bakar
presenting a token of appreciation to the speakers & event secretariat. This was followed by
a group photo of the day.
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